
A new mattress just came to you, in a box! 

Bring it in! 

Where to unbox your Lazzzy mattress-in-a-box 

First, move your LAZZZY box to the bedroom where you'll be setting up your bed. In order 

to give you support while sleeping, the LAZZZY mattress should be placed on a flat area. If 

you have a bedframe with slats, check that the slats are no more than 7-8 cm apart - this 

will offer you the utmost sleeping experience while the LAZZZY mattress takes the firmness 

it needs. 

How to unwrap your LAZZZY mattress 

STEP 1 Open the box. 

STEP 2 Move it smoothly onto the surface of your bed frame (Keep the mattress wrapped) 

Use a pair of scissors, to carefully cut, the 1st layer of plastic. Please do not cut into the foam 

of your mattress!!! 

STEP 3 Repeat, by removing the 2nd layer of plastic. 

STEP 4 Unroll your mattress. It is still in the 3rd layer of plastic and compressed tightly (while 

wrapped in half). 

STEP 5 Don't open it yet! Unfold the mattress and while it's still compressed, place it on your bed 

frame or platform. (It's easier to position correctly when it's still compressed and in the 

plastic.) 

STEP 6 Once finalizing the position carefully cut away, around the perimeter, the last layer of plastic. 

STEP 7 Pull the plastic out from under your LAZZZY. 

Immediately, the base, memory foam and premium top layer of your LAZZZY mattress will 

start to expand, decompress and fill with fresh air. 

How long will it take my memory foam mattress to fully expand and be ready to sleep on it? 

Patience!! Let your mattress fully decompress before you begin sleeping on it. Give your 

mattress a full 36 hours and you can expect perfection, the ultimate support and feel from 

your memory foam. 

What about the mattress cover? 

You lie on the white side. It comes out easily with the perimeter zipper. Wash it in 30°C 

when needed. For hygiene reasons it is better to use sheets and not sleep directly to the 

cover. 




